
UTR7.196  -  JOYCE MELROSE CRICKMER FUND 
 
Recitals- 
 
A. Ms. Joyce Melrose Crickmer, late of 4 Karana Place, Glen Iris, in the State of 

Victoria, who died on 9 November 1995, bequeathed one-sixth of her residuary 
estate- 

 
 ‘to the UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE DEPARTMENT OF 

OTOLARYNGOLOGY for the specific purpose of a COCCYLEA [sic] IMPLANT 
for a young child who could be helped to live a normal life but cannot afford to 
pay for it and the balance is to be used for research into Nerve Deafness;’. 

 
B. The University has received $50,681 in satisfaction of the bequest and the 

Registrar has directed that a new fund be established. 
 
It is provided as follows- 
 
1. The sum of $50,681 and any accumulations and additions to the sum forms a 

fund called the ‘Joyce Melrose Crickmer Fund’ (‘the fund’) and the fund must be 
paid into an investment pool and remain there until the Council directs otherwise. 

 
2. Such part of the capital, as may be necessary, is to be applied by Council on the 

recommendation of the dean of the faculty of Medicine, Dentistry and Health 
Sciences (‘the dean’) to providing a cochlear implant to a young child in 
impecunious circumstances who could benefit from such an implant. 

 
3. The net annual income of the balance of the bequest after providing for the 

purpose provided in section 2 is to be applied by Council on the recommendation 
of the dean for research into nerve deafness provided that Council, on the 
recommendation of the dean, may direct that the capital in whole or in part be so 
applied. 

 
4. Before making any recommendation concerning the fund the dean must first 

consult the head of the Department of Otolaryngology. 
 
 

 
 

[Made 5/5/97, ss. 2 and 3 subst. and s. 4 made 11/8/03; revoked as a Regulation and certified as a 
University trust record 26/5/10] 

 


